


PORTABLe TOOLBOX

36” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX
1. S.A.E. combination

wrenches (17 pegs)

2. Metric combination
wrenches (22 pegs)

3. ½” S.A.E. deep
sockets (20 pegs)

4. ½” Metric deep
sockets (20 pegs)

5. ³⁄8” Metric deep
sockets (15 pegs)

6. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep
sockets (13 pegs)

7. ³⁄8” Metric regular
sockets (15 pegs)

8. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular
sockets (13 pegs)

9. ½” Metric regular
sockets (20 pegs)

10. ½” S.A.E. regular
sockets (19 pegs)

11. ¼” Metric regular &
deep sockets (32 pegs)

12. ¼” S.A.E. regular &
deep sockets (32 pegs)

13. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets
& extensions (21 holes)

14. Screwdrivers (21 holes)

15. Socket tray lifts
to access tools
underneath

91.93 36.85 21.5 18.0713,12041.70 936 546 459214,997

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

XL450B

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Heavy duty steel construction with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds both metric and S.A.E. tools

Doubles as the perfect toolbox for mobile and stationery use

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Tool inventory at a glance

Gas springs raise socket tray for access to storage underneath

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use
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30” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX
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u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Heavy duty steel construction with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds both metric and S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX

1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1-¼” (18 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Metric combination wrenches up
to 32 mm (17 pegs, smaller sizes
can be doubled up to accommodate
all metric sizes, can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

3. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

4. ½” Metric deep sockets
up to 32 mm (23 pegs)

5. ½” Metric regular sockets
up to 32 mm (23 pegs)

6. ³⁄8” Metric deep sockets
up to 22 mm (15 pegs)

7. ³⁄8” Metric regular sockets
up to 22 mm (15 pegs)

8. ¼” Metric deep sockets
up to 13 mm (11 pegs)

9. ¼” Metric regular sockets
up to 13 mm (11 pegs)

10. Socket lid handles

11. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

12. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

13. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

14. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

15. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

16. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

17. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

18. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

19. Socket tray lifts to access tools underneath

20. Socket tray lifts to access tools underneath

90.39 30.71 20.43 19.178,58141 780 519 487140,557 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

LA400B
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30” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Heavy duty steel construction with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds either metric and S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX
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1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1-¼” (18 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

3. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

4. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

5. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

6. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

7. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

8. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

9. Socket tray lifts to access tools
underneath

10. Universal socket sets, terminal kits, 
hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets
or pouches and other small hand tools

11. Pliers, tape measures & other
miscellaneous small hand tools

12. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

13. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

14. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and, 
other miscellaneous hand tools

65.04 30.75 18.23 15.755,26029.5 781 463 40086,159 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

ME300B
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30” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX
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Heavy duty tread brite alumunium with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds either metric or S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX

1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1-¼” (18 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

3. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

4. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

5. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (11 pegs)

6. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

7. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1-¼” (18 pegs)

8. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

9. Socket tray lifts to access tools
underneath

10. Universal socket sets, terminal kits, 
hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets
or pouches and other small hand tools

11. Pliers, tape measures & other
miscellaneous small hand tools

12. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

13. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (15 pegs)

14. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and, 
other miscellaneous hand tools

51 31.06 18.31 15.395,26023.4 789 465 39186,195 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

ME300AL
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26” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX

u

u
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Heavy duty steel construction with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds either metric or S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX
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1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1-¼” (17 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

3. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

4. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (18 pegs)

5. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (18 pegs)

6. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1” (16 pegs)

7. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1” (16 pegs)

8. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

9. Socket tray lifts to access tools
underneath

10. Universal socket sets, terminal kits, 
hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets
or pouches and other small hand tools

11. Pliers, tape measures & other
miscellaneous small hand tools

12. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (13 pegs)

13. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (13 pegs)

14. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and, 
other miscellaneous hand tools

64 26.81 18.42 17.915,26029 681 468 45586,195 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

SE250B
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26” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Heavy duty tread brite alumunium with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds either metric or S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX

1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1-¼” (17 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

3. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

4. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (18 pegs)

5. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (18 pegs )

6. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1” (16 pegs)

7. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1” (16 pegs)

8. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

9. Socket tray lifts to access tools
underneath

10. Universal socket sets, terminal kits, 
hand cleaner, penetrating oil, tool sets
or pouches and other small hand tools

11. Pliers, tape measures & other
miscellaneous small hand tools

12. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (13 pegs)

13. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (13 pegs)

14. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and, 
other miscellaneous hand tools

53 27.09 18.43 17.45,26024 688 468 44286,195 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

SE250AL
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22-1/2” PORTABLe
TOOLBOX

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Heavy duty steel construction with welded seams – no spot welding

Holds either metric or S.A.E. tools

Lid secures tools in position when closed

Lock cylinder has double–cut keys for easier locking and unlocking

Weather stripping creates a tight seal against dust and moisture

Gas spring raises lid when unlatched for easy tool access

Sturdy side handles make moving easy

Tool inventory at a glance

Locking latch secures tools from unauthorized use

PORTABLe TOOLBOX
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1. S.A.E. combination wrenches up
to 1” (14 pegs can hold up to 3
combination wrenches per peg)

2. Screwdrivers and/or nut drivers

3. ½”, ³⁄8” & ¼” ratchets and extensions

4. ¼” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 9⁄16” (10 pegs)

5. ¼” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 9⁄16” (10 pegs )

6. ½” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 1” (13 pegs)

7. ½” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 1” (13 pegs)

8. Socket tray lifts to access tools underneath

9. Hammers, pipe wrenches, hacksaws, 
pry bars, universal socket sets, 
terminal kits, hand cleaner, 
penetrating oil, tool sets or pouches
and other large tools

10. Pliers, tape measures & other
miscellaneous small hand tools

11. ³⁄8” S.A.E. deep sockets
up to 7⁄8” (11 pegs)

12. ³⁄8” S.A.E. regular sockets
up to 7⁄8” (11 pegs)

13. Punches, chisels, hex key sets and, 
other miscellaneous hand tools

43 23.42 14.41 13.192,89019.5 595 366 33547,338 

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

SM200B
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72” 17-dRAweR  
ROLLeR cABineT

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

6 Spring loaded casters (4-swivel & 2-rigid) with a load rating of 1300 lbs. each

Full extension ball bearing drawer slides with load rating of 250 lbs. per set  
(a total of 27 sets of drawer slides per cabinet)

Tubular style coded lock with keys (locks all 17 drawers with one lock)

Security drawer with tubular style lock

Heavy duty PVC coated MDF work surface

Full width fully extruded alumunium drawer pulls with raise and release drawer latch

Full width extruded alumunium drawer front top trim

Chrome plated side handles

Premium drawer liner

TOOLBOX

1031.76 72 46.25 3050,650468 1828.8 1174.8 762830,004

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

BK7217MZ

DRAWERS
IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

49.75 26.5 51263.6 673.1 1271

49.75 26.5 21263.6 673.1 50.82

15 26.5 2.25381 673.1 57.154

15 26.5 5.25381 673.1 133.35

31.75 26.5 2.25806.4 673.1 57.151

31.75 26.5 5.25806.4 673.1 133.33

15 26.5 11.25381 673.1 285.71
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56” 7 dRAweR TOP cHeST &
11 dRAweR ROLLeR cABineT

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Tubular painted side handle on cabinet

Coded tubular lock and keys

Dual sets of drawer slides on larger drawers

Alumunium trimmed drawer pulls with raise  
and release drawer latch

Ball bearing drawer slides with load rating 
of 100 lbs. per set

5x2 casters (4-swivel with brakes and 2 rigid)

2.000 lbs total caster capacity

Drawer liners

Gas springs in chest lid for easy opening

Textured powder coat paint finish

PVC coated work surface on roller cabinet

TOOLBOX
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BK5607CH
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

16.25 17.12 81263.6 434.9 203.21

33.12 17.12 5841.3 434.9 1271

16.25 17.12 2412.7 434.9 50.82

33.12 17.12 2841.3 434.9 50.83

BK5611TC
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

51.75 17.12 51314.4 434.9 1271

16 17.12 5406.4 434.9 1271

33 17.12 8838.2 434.9 203.21

16 17.12 8406.4 434.9 203.21

16 17.12 2406.4 434.9 50.83

33 17.12 2838.2 434.9 50.83

33 17.12 5838.2 434.9 1271

155

271

55.39

56.02

22.36

40.47

19.69

20.04

33,562

41,440

70.3

123

1407

1423

568

1028

500

509

549,982

679,079

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

BK5607CH

BK5611TC

BK5607CH - 56" 7 DRAWER TOP CHEST

BK5611TC - 56" 11 DRAWER ROLLER CABINET



41” 8 dRAweR TOP cHeST &
11 dRAweR ROLLeR cABineT

TOOLBOX

BK4108CH
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

23.5 15.75 2.25596.9 400 57.13

23.5 15.75 5596.9 400 1271

11.75 15.75 2.25298.4 400 57.13

11.75 15.75 5298.4 400 1271

BK4111TC
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

37.5 15.75 4.5952.5 400 114.31

23.5 15.75 5596.9 400 1271

11.75 15.75 8298.4 400 203.21

23.5 15.75 8596.9 400 203.21

23.5 15.75 2.25596.9 400 57.13

11.75 15.75 2.25298.4 400 57.13

11.75 15.75 5298.4 400 1271

124

208

40.94

41.57

22.36

40.67

17.72

18.11

22,578

34,783

56.2

94.3

1040

1056

568

1033

450

460

369,987

569,991

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

BK4108CH

BK4111TC

BK4108CH - 41" 8 DRAWER TOP CHEST

BK4111TC - 41" 11 DRAWER ROLLER CABINET

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Tubular painted side handle on cabinet

Coded tubular lock and keys

Dual sets of drawer slides on larger drawers

Alumunium trimmed drawer pulls with raise  
and release drawer latch

Ball bearing drawer slides with load rating 
of 100 lbs. per set

5x2 casters (4-swivel with brakes and 2 rigid)

2.000 lbs total caster capacity

Drawer liners

Gas springs in chest lid for easy opening

Textured powder coat paint finish

PVC coated work surface on roller cabinet
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36” 8 dRAweR TOP cHeST &
6 dRAweR ROLLeR cABineT

TOOLBOX
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BK3608CH
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

15.5 15.75 2.25393.7 400 57.16

32.5 15.75 2.25825.5 400 57.12

BK3606TC
DRAWERS IN. IN. IN.MM MM MM

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

32.5 15.75 5825.5 400 1272

32.5 15.75 2.25825.5 400 57.13

32.5 15.75 8825.5 400 203.21

117

166

35.98

36.61

22.36

40.47

17.72

18.11

20,137

30,511 

53

75.2

914

930

568

1028

450

460

329,986

499,985

MODEL #
LB. CU.IN. IN. IN. IN.KG CU.CM. MM MM MM

WEIGHT CAPACITY WIDTH HEIGHT DEPTH

BK3608CH

BK3606TC

BK3608CH - 36" 8 DRAWER TOP CHEST

BK3606TC - 36" 6 DRAWER ROLLER CABINET

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

u

Tubular chrome plated side handle on cabinet

Coded tubular lock and keys

Dual sets of drawer slides on larger drawers

Alumunium trimmed drawer pulls with raise  
and release drawer latch

Ball bearing drawer slides with load rating 
of 100 lbs. per set

5x2 casters (4-swivel with brakes and 2 rigid)

1.500 lbs total caster capacity

Drawer liners

Gas springs in chest lid for easy opening

Textured powder coat paint finish

PVC coated work surface on roller cabinet



gARAge ORgAnizATiOn

10-Piece gARAge STORAge SeT
1. 2 x 1-Door top cabinets

20"H x 30.5"W x 12"D

2. 2 x Pegboard back wall & rail sets
25"H x 30.5"W x 0.8"D

3. 1 x 4-Drawer base cabinet
36.5"H x 30.5"W x 18"D

4. 1 x 2-Door base cabinet
36.5"H x 30.5"W x 18"D

5. 4 x 2-Door stackable base cabinets
42"H x 30.5"W x 18"D

u

u

u

u

u

u

70lb full extension ball bearing drawer slides

Fully lockable drawers and doors prevent unauthorized access

Peg board back wall holds a wide range of tools

Adjustable shelves offer greater storage flexibility

Gas struts make opening top cabinet easy

Adjustable feet to steady base cabinets on uneven floors

1

2

3
4

5

BK30POD - 30" GARAGE STORAGE SET
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gARAge ORgAnizATiOn
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Scan this code and watch our assembly video
Average set up time - 1 hour



wARRAnTy

MonTEzuMA TooLBoxES

Limited 5-Year Warranty
All Montezuma toolboxes have a Limited 5-Year Warranty to the original 
user against defects in workmanship and materials under normal use. This 
Limited 5-Year Warranty does not apply to products that have been misused, 
abused, damaged by accident or otherwise, subjected to abnormal use, or 
modified by anyone other than Montezuma, Mfg., Inc. During the applicable 
duration of the warranty, at its option, Montezuma Mfg., Inc. will repair 
or replace its products which fail to give satisfactory performance due to 
defective workmanship or materials, or provide a refund by repaying or 
crediting with an amount equal to the purchase price of such products.

u

u

u

u

u

Do not open more than one loaded drawer at a time.

Keep children away.

Lock drawers before moving.

Apply brakes on casters when not moving units.

Do not step in or on drawers.

the sloped-front tool box shape is registered in the u.s. patent and trademark office (u.s. registration no. 3,930,484) and is a federally registered 
trademark of quality craft industries inc. other products may be protected by one or more of the following patents:
canada: 139, 150 usa: d660, 462
other patents pending

montezuma mfg., inc. reserves the right to make changes in design or construction at any time without incurring any obligation in incorporating such 
changes in products previously sold. actual product may differ slightly from those images illustrated in this catalog.

Tools and materials shown in this catalog are not included
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Dealer Info:

MONT 12/2015

Montezuma Mfg., Inc.
29502 12 Rd.

Montezuma, KS 67867
Fax: (620) 846-7082
Tel: (620) 846-2482

Toll Free: (800) 759-5157
www.montezumamfg.com




